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I am deeply appreciative of this opportunity to meet with you, for 

certainly, yours is an extremely import~nt task. Your decisions and recommenda-

tions hold potent for not only the medical profession end the hospital connnunity, 

but thousands of Chicago1s citizens as well 0 

If I may, I would first like to give you some brief background con-

. cerning the Chicago Comr.lission on Human Relations and its interest in your work. 

The Cow.mission is an official agency of the City government, established by 

ordinance to advise the Eayor and City departnents on human relations problems 

and to mobilize COI:ltlunity support for good human relations throughout our city. 

In the field of heal th, the Cowr'ui.ssion and its staff raw been increasing-

ly active in the last few years. For, as Chicago has ex:perienced increased popu-

lation changes and movements, the Commission has received more and more complaints 

from individuals who feel that they have been denied hospitalization, or treatment 

by doctors, or staff appointments, or hospital errrployment because of their minority 

group status. As we have received these complaints, our job has been to counsel, 

negotiate, ameliorate and investigate under the law. However~ in the case of 

some conplaints, we have been unable to affect a satisfactory resolution. There-

fore, late in 1957, the Cornrnissionts Advisory Committee on Health requested 

that the Chairman and the Executive Director of the Commission ueet with 

Dr. Hirsch, President of the Chicago Medical Societ:y; for the following purposes 

l~ To determine the Society's position regarding discriminatory 
practices relating to the admission of patients, segregation 
?f patients, staff appointments for nonwhite physicians, and 
treatment of nonwhite patients in white physiciants offices. 

2. To seek action by the Society that would reduce, throughout 
our community, the prevalence of this discrininatory treatment. 

3-. To establish with the Society a rela.tion~hip which would 
enable the Commission to refer to the Society for redress, 
those justified complaints of disc:dminntory trentment that 
cannot be satisfactorily negotiated, or ref erred for legal 
action because the discriminatory act is not defined as 
illegal in state or municipal codes. 
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When the Commission's representatives met with Dr. Hirsch to dscuss 

these matters, they were pleased to find that he recognized that the Society has 

some responsibility in these areas of concern. And shortly after this meeting, 

Dr. Hirsch informed the Commission that a joint Medical Society-Institute of 

Medicine Conunittee was being established to survey the racial aspects of hospital 

practiceso 

It is because of the preceding developments, therefore, that we feel 

your deliberations are of particular interest to the Comrrd.ssion. We hope that 

we may be of service to you today, and in the future, and that you will keep us 

informed of your proceedingsu 

I am here today representing the Commission, at Dr. Hirsch's request ~ 

He asked me if I would make a statement concerning the racial aspects of patient 

medic al care, or, in other words to try to define the problems of the mfr1o~i ty 

group consumers who seek med~.cal Ccl.re in Chicago. I will attempt to limit my 

comments to this facet of the total problem. However, there may be some who 

question either that there are any real racial problems in the total ~ of 

hospital care, or those who wonder about the extent and seriousness of these 

problems. Although I will not belabor the point, we will be happy to provide 

copies of reports by the Institute of Medicine, the Metropolitan Welfare Council, 

and the U. s. Public Health Service, each providing basic data that demonstrates 

the serious limitations placed upon nonwhite Chicagoans who seek equal opportunities 

in the medical-hospital field~ 

Limiting ourselves today, however, to a discussion of nonwhite patients 

seeking hospital care, I would list three basic areas where problems related to 

race are too often encountered - first, admission to a hospital; second, room 

assignment when admitted; and third, the opportunity to secure the benef lts of 

pre-paid voluntary health insuranceo 

Let me expand on each of these points, 

First, problems of admission to hospitals. Since Chicago has an 
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anti-di scrimina tory hospital ordinance thP.t makes it illeg?..l to deny ad:m:tssion 

on the basis of race or religion1 it is extremely difficult to determine the 

extent of such discrininationo However, the Commission has part of the responsi

bility for the administration of this ordinance and our investigations of 

complaints received under this law lead us to believe that devices to keep nonwhite 

patients from being ndmitted to predominantly white hospitals are not uncomn10n. We 

substantiate this view on the basis of information recoived from doctors on hos

pital staffs, hospital employees, pc:.tients cind even hospital administrators who 

often speak frankly of discriminatory adr.rl.ssions policies in other hospitals in 

their neighborhood~ I am sure th~ t, should you wish to seek further substantiation 

of this point, you could find severol hospit&l c..dministrntors who would, in 

confidence, be willing to describe the basic patterns of discrimination in 

admissions~ I think also thc:.t you could find white physicic.ns who are nembcrs 

of your Society who could tell you of discriminc.tory treatment against themselves 

bece.use they admitted some or what was described as "too many" nonwhite patients 

to particular hospitals. 

I am sure, however, that you are fully aware that any analysis of dis-. ; : 

crimination against patients seeking admission to a hospital must basically point 

to the fact that it is usually through the staff doctor that discrimination or 

the failure to serve is carried out. 

Most patients enter hospitals, not by knocking on the front door for 

admission, but by seeking admission through a doctor on the hospital 1 s staff. It is 

therefore at the medical staff level that the Commission feels the basic problem 

exists in admission of patients on a non-discriminatory basis. I am sure that your 

coming meetings will include an investigation of the effect of a hospitaJ.ts all

white medical staff upon the racial character of patients admitted to that hospital.. 

I think that we must face the fact that the basic discrimination against nonwhite 

patients seeking hospitalization is not usually individual, but is a broad pattern 

that exists because the great majority of Chicago's hospitals have all white medical 
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staff members who admit all or mostly white patients. In many of these hospitals, 

the only Negro patients are a few who enter through the emergency room. Inci-

dentally, it is in the emergency room that most hospitals must make some decision 

concerning equality of service and it is because of discriminatory treatment in 

emergency rooms that we r eceive most of our complaints of discriminationo 

I do not want to belabor you with statistics, but I believe that the data 

on places of births by r ace demonstrates the pattern of private hospital service t o 

nomrhites. This de.ta also demonstrates that a hospital cnn, i f-,i.:t;. ltisfics,, r emain 

segr egated or all white through i ts geographical location.or by maintaining an all

white staff whose members do not t1eat or have Negro patientsJ For example, in 1956-

l/4th of Chicagors births were Negro babies 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

88% of these births occUll"~din 3 governmental hospital.so The 
other 12% of tne""Negro births occurred in the 49 private hospitals 
with maternity sectJons 

these 49 privat e hospitals with maternity sections delivered 8% 
Tess of the Negro hospitQJ. births than they did in 1953" --

By the way, if as I present this paper, you have any questions concer ning 

the sources of my information, I will be very happy to provide copies of the 

sources upon your request. 

Passing now to the second point, the problem of room assignment on a 

non-segregated basis. About a year and a half ago we interviewed 56 of the 

administrators of Chicago's private hospitals. Although none admitted directly 

to discrimination in admission, they pointed their finger to staff doctors and 

placed the burden upon them. tlhcn asRed about patient segregation, over half 

said that patients in their hospitals wer e segregated in some me.nner. This 

admission is inter esting to note because the anti-discriminatory hospital ordi-

nance defines segregation of patients as illegal~ Nonetheless, the administrators 

described-various devices to maintain segregation, each involving the st~ff -------physician's cooperation. The physicicns, when calling in to r eserve a room, 

sometimes used a number code to indicate race of their patientso Hospital r ecords 

were kept with devices such as stars, checks or asterisks to designate r ace of 
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the ·patients in various rooms or entire floors~ or sections Of the hospital were 

designated as "colored." 

Perhaps the nation's moral climate since the Supreme Court decided 

against the "separate but equal" concept of education has been the cause of an 

increasing number of cases filed with us complaining of 11 separate but equal" 

facilities in hospitals. Only last month our investigation of one complaint 

substantiated the patient's charge of segregation and the hospital, the corpora

tion counsel and the complainant settled out of court0 Can you imagine, however, 

the injury to the hospital as well as the medical profession should the next such 

case be publicly tried? 

Administrators patently justify patient segregation on the grounds that 

some of their staff doctors or some of their white patients demand ito If this 

should be true, they risk col.li"t prosecution, and maintain an economically, medically 

and morally unjustifiable practice to placate the whims of a few. 

Separate but equal medical treatment is no more justifiable than separate 

but equal educational facilities~ And yet, it is probable that many of us who 

cluck our tongues about the school segregation situation in Little Rock dontt 

bat an eyelash about the segregation of the sick people in Chicagoo 

Before leaving this point, I would like to suggest thQt you might wish 

to hear from Dietrich Reitzes who recently completed a nationwide study for the 

Rockefeller Foundation entitled Negroes in Medicineo In this study, Reitzes points 

out that hospital officials are in a position where they often define the setting 

for the hospital's patients; they are generally accepted as authority. And in 

most areas of life where there is an authority, we in humnn relations find that 

the firm and yet understanding hand will result in confidence rather than complaints. 

Certainly you doctors can understand this. Reitzes notes thnt where hospital 

officials and staff doctors support unsegregated facilities, people accept the 

situation about as readily as they accept working in unsegregated offices, staying 

in unsegregated hotels or going to unsegregated movies. To further substantiate 
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t his point. I would suggest that you might like to hear also from Brother Dominic, 

Administrator of Alexian Brothers, about the experiences at his hospital when a 

desegrega,tion policy was established,. 

The third point was that increasing numbers of nonwhite patients find 

that a very real problem is their inability to use their voluntary pre-paid health 

insurance. I think that you will readily understand the frustration of many of 

Chicago's nonwhite citizens who receive a portion of their income in the form of 

hospital insurance.that is too often of no use to them because they can't get 

into private hospitals. 

And where can they turn for redre$s? 

Turn to Blue Croas~ Blue Cross says it insures but doesn't guarantee 

treatment. 

Turn to the hospitals? They say we don't discriminate. Our doctors 

determine who our patients are~ 

Turn to white doctors? They can refuse to serve a person, excepting 

in an emergency, because of his race~ 

Turn to the Negro doctor? They are often limited to the staff of one 

200-bed hospital and are unable to hospitalize nearly as many patients as they 

need too 

So where can the nonwhite patient turni Obviously, to Cook County. 

But he didn't agree to accept part of his income in hospital in~urance so that he 

could go to a public hospitalQ 

I think that you can see what is too often the ultimate and inevitable 

reaction. The first is that Blue Cross is va.luless - drop ito The second is, 

if a voluntary plan won't work, then perhaps a compulsory plan willo Certainly 

you should seek evidence from others, particularly in labor, who can verify our 

feeling that there is a storm gathering around the concept of voluntary pre-paid 

health insurance plans~ For our City's nonwhite citizens, l/6th of the total 

population, do not want insurance that doesn't really insure. 
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This analysis of the nonwhite consumer 1 s three basic problems has been 

necessarily cursory because of the liraited time. I have overlooked many factors, 

I realize, but I hope that I have indicated some additional resource persons who 

can give expanded testimony on several of these points 0 

As a layma.n, I think I represent most laymen in their respect for the 

tremendous advances and services that our free form of private medicine has pro

vided us. Sometimes I wonder of there has been any technical progress half as 

important to humanity as that pro·-.tided by medical science. · The lifesaving, 

hope-giving ad-ve.nces in medicine and the spirit of the Hypocratic Oath make all 

of us feel deep respect for your professiono And certainly, the basic essentials 

of free medicine - the right to private practice, the patient's free choice of 

a physician and the volunta!"y for.ns of pre-paid health insurance have contributed 

greatly to the medice.l advantages that we now enjoy. 

But it seems to me that some of these essentials of free medicine are 

threatened today because of a vacuum of responsibility for the racial inequities 

that have been too long associated with free medicine in Chicago~ I stress this 

idea of a vacuum of responsibility because I know1 as a person working daily with 

health and human relations problems, that our main difficulty in solving these 

problems is not that medical and hospital people won't admit that they exist, but 

rather1 that no one will admit that they are responsible~ And therein lies the 

threat to the free traditions of the medical and hospital. professions. For0 when 

the physicians and their professional organizations, the hospital administrators 

and their professional organizations, the hospital boards and the hospitcil. 

insurance plans each deny responsibility, or say that someone else in the group 

has it, growing problems remain unsolved. As a result, public pressure grows -

pressure for public action, pressure for action by groups outside the field of 

medicine. Let me cite a few examples from my vantage point as a public official. 
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In the last three years we have seen three different laws passed in 

Chicago and Illinois, each defining as illegal various discriminatory practices 

in the field of healtho And there is growing community pressure for more laws to 

legally combat discrirrd.nation in medicine~ These laws, and the clamor for more, 

are a result, not of inherent community interest in passing laws, but rather, an 

attempt to give government responsibility for mandatory action in insuring 

equality because medicine he.s not taken the responsibility for voluntary action. 

I would suggest that you might wish to hear Alderman Leon Despres speak to you 

on this issue. 

Financial contributions are now responding to public and community 

concerns. Last month, IlU.nois Bell Telephone e..nnounced a policy stating that, 

in the future, hospitals requesting contributions will be asked whether their 

admissions policy is restricted as to race, creed or color. Last week we received 

a letter from the president of a large industrial firm in which he includes a list 

of hospitals to which the firm has traditionally contributedo The president asks 

in his letter, "which of these hospitals carry out a policy of non-discriminatory 

patient intake," and notes that his fim which has many nonwhite employees no 

longer plans to' contribute to hospitals that will not serve those employees~ Soon~ 

we have also been informed, a large retailing firm plans to announce a .policy 

similar to that of the Illinois Bell Telephone Company. 

We hear of increasing demands for publicity as a means of forcing 

responsibility for discriminatory practices upon medical and hospital professionals. 

We have heard of individuals who are considering test cases before the Illinois 

courts. There are efforts to place nondiscriminatory riders on the Hill-Burton Act. 

And, in our city, one cannot help but be impressed with the growing disillusion with 

the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Plan among nonwhite citizens. 

All of these public pressures, I mention because I see them as a 

:public response to the vacuum of responsibility and voluntary action that has been 

too evident in the medical corrununity. 
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The Commission is heartened, however, by the f act that the Medical 

Society has established this committee. There is precedent in other northern 

cities for such a body0 New York being one example. Should you hear from Reitzes 

concerning his study~ I am sure that he will be able to demonstrate to you 

that the medical profession in Chicago hµs its biggest problem in overcoming its 

own fears rather than in taking the steps necessnry to solve the problemo. Medical 

Societies in other northern cities have already taken meaningful and effective 

action. The result has been a profession strengthened by conmunity respect and 

inwardly fortified by the spirit o~ ethice.l actiono 

If you will but advise the members of your Medical Society to take 

responsibility and rtction where it is honestly theirs, you will have served your 

profession well, strengthened the bulwclks of free medicine in Chic2.go, and made 

our city a better place for all of us to live0 
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